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IN THE MAZE RUNNER NOVEL BY YUNITA CANDRA
ABSTRACT
This research is descriptive qualitative study concerning of intra-system shift. The 
research purposes are to classify the intra-system shift in English-Indonesia novel The Maze 
Runner and to describe the quality of the translation of the novel. The data of this research is 
phrase, clause and all sentences containing the intra-system shift and their translation. The 
data source are novel The Maze Runner English version and also Indonesia version. The 
researcher uses documentation, questioner and interviewing as the method of collecting data 
for this research. The result of this study shows that there are 5 types of intra-system shift. 
They are 1) 18.8% data of noun plural translated into noun singular 2) 0.9% data of noun 
singular translated into noun plural 3) 59.4% data of verb-ed translated into verb 4) 16% data 
of verb-ing translated into verb 5) 4.6% data of verb-s/-es translated into verb. And then the 
quality of the translation, they are 1) Accuracy that are divided into 2, accurate 988 data or 
92.3%, less accurate 82 data or 7.6%, 2) Acceptability that are divided into 2, they are 
acceptable 1050 or 97% data and less acceptable 20 data or 3%, 3) Readability that was 
divided into 2, high readability 1070 data or 100% and medium readability 0%.
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ABSTRAK
Penelitian deskriptif kualitatif ini bertujuan untuk mengklasifikasikan intra-system 
shift pada novel The Maze Runner Inggris-Indonesia dan mendeskripsikan kualitas 
terjemahannya. Data pada penelitian ini adalah frasa, klausa dan semua kalimat yang 
didalamnya terdapat intra-system shift beserta terjemahannya. Sumber data berasal dari 
novel The Maze Runner versi Inggris dan Indonesia. Data berasal dari teknik pengumpulan 
data menggunakan dokumentasi, kuesioner dan wawancara sebagai metode pengumpulan 
data dalam penelitian ini. Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa terdapat 5 tipe intra-
system shift. Diantarnya 1) kata benda jamak ditejemahkan ke kata benda tunggal 18.8% data 
2) kata benda tunggal diterjemahkan ke kata benda jamak  0.9% data 3) verb-ed 
diterjemahkan ke verb 59.4% data 4) verb-ing diterjemahkan ke verb 16% data 5) verb-s/-es 
diterjemahkan ke verb 4.6% data. Kemudian kulitas terjemahan. Diantaranya 1) Akurat 
dibagi mejadi 2, akurat 988 data or 92.3%, kurang akurat 82 data or 7.6%, 2) Keberterimaan 
dibagi menjadi 2, diterima 1050 or 97% dan kurang diterima 20 data or 3%, 3) Keterbacaan 
dibagi menjadi 2, keterbacaan tinggi 1070 data atau 100% dan keterbacaan sedang 0%.
Kata kunci: intra-system shift, kualitas, translation shift
21. Introduction 
Translation is to put something spoken or written into another language and the 
activity of translating is called translation. Translation has an important role in 
communication between two difference languages. The people who translated the 
different languages called translator. According to Larson in 1984, that translation is 
a process of change of form. When we speak or write the language form, we are 
referring to the actual words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs which are 
spoken or written. These forms are referred as the surface of language structure,
From this novel we can find the interesting case from language shift especially for 
Intra-system language shift. Let see the examples:
SL: Across the courtyard from there stood wooden pens holding 
sheep, and pigs and cows. (Dashner, 2009:8)
TL: Di seberang lapangan tampak kandang-kandang berdinding kayu 
yang menampung domba, babi, serta sapi. (Yunita, 2011:9)
In this case ‘and pigs and cows’ are English plural noun categorized, and they are 
translated into ‘babi serta sapi’ as Indonesia singular noun. It happens because in 
English language constantly requires a clear form of plural nouns but in Indonesia  
language we does not doing that, Indonesia using singular noun to refer something in 
common or plural nouns.
The aims of this study (1) classifying the intra-sytem shift in the novel and its 
translation and then (2) describing the quality of the translation for this novel.
The researcher would like to show the previous study related to the present study to 
showing the differences between the previous study and the present study The 
previous study by Suhaila (UIN Jakarta, 2010) entitle Unit-Shift Analysis of English 
Indonesia Translation of The Tale of the Three Brothers’ by J.K. Rowling
investigated about unit shift. In this research the writer analyze the unit shift from 
English novel into Indonesia novel. The result of this study is the effect of unit shift 
in her analysis. Unit shift occurs in class shift, structure shift and intra-system shift. 
3But this study just analyze the intra-system shift, the result of this previous study is 
different with this study on the novel and the data.
The second previous study by Setyaningsih (UMS, 2013) investigated the translation 
shift in movie subtitle; her research entitled A Translation Shift Analysis on Verbs 
and Verbs Phrase of The Avengers Movie and Its Subtitling. The objective of her 
research is categorizing the translation shift and the markers of translation shift of 
verb and verb phrase as well as portraying the equivalence of verb and verb phrase
which is found in the Avengers movie and its subtitling. The type of this research is 
descriptive qualitative. The data are sentences include verb and verb phrase. The 
researcher collects the data through documentation and analyzes them by comparing 
both English and Indonesia subtitling. The result of her research is first, from 972 
data, there are 445 data belong to shift of verb and verb phrase. First, the researcher 
finds two categories of shift; they are category and level shift. In that research, the 
total of the found shifts is 26 shifts. Besides, she also finds 7 markers in SL and 11 
markers in TL. Second, there are 397 data or 89,21% belong to equivalent translation 
and 48 data or 10,79% belong to non-equivalent translation. It can be sum up that the 
dominant translation shift is verb phrase is translated into verb, that reaches 108 data 
and most of the data belong to equivalent translation. Its equivalence reaches 397 
data.
The third study is observe by Herman (Universitas HKBP Nommensen, 2014)
entitled Category Shifts in the English Translation of Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone Movie Subtitle into Indonesia (An Applied Linguistics Study).
This research is conducted in order to find out the shifts in movie subtitle of Harry 
Potter especially for the Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s stone Movie Subtitle
into Indonesia. In translating text, shifts are inevitable. According to Catford (1965: 
80) in Hatim (2001:15) classified the translation shifts into two major types of shift 
are identified: ‘Level Shift’ and ‘Category shift. Category shift can be as structure, 
class, unit, and intra-system shift. Problems discussed in this research: 1) what are 
the kinds of category shifts found in the movie of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
stone into Indonesia subtitle? 2) What is the dominant category shift found in the 
4movie of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s stone into Indonesia subtitle? The data 
of this research were taken from the movie subtitle of Harry Potter from English into 
Indonesia by Togap. Finally, the findings show: 1) all kinds of category shifts found 
in the subtitle from English into Indonesia, 2) the dominant category shift found in 
movie subtitle is unit shift.
The fourth research written by Cyrus (University of Münster; 2009) with tittle Old 
Concepts, New Ideas: Approaches to Translation Shift. This paper traces the 
development of the translation shift concept from its origins in the linguistics-
oriented era of translation studies to its current revival in computer- based 
approaches: after a presentation of the traditional approaches by John C. Catford, 
Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet, Eugene A. Nida, and Kitty van Leuven-Zwart, 
several recent studies that have integrated the concept of translation shifts are 
introduced and discussed. This comparison of old and new approaches reveals that 
the attitudes towards shifts have changed from mildly prescriptive to neutrally 
descriptive. The paper concludes with a general evaluation of the place of linguistic 
approaches in translation studies.
For supporting the data of this study, the writer applies several theories that was 
related to the case. According to Catford (1965) that “the translation  is the 
replacement of textual material in one language (source language) by equivalent 
textual material in another language (target language). Transferring the messages and 
expressing into the target language by considering the style of language is a part of 
translation process that cannot be separated each other (pg. 2-3). And then according 
to Larson (1984) stated that “translation is basically a change of form. When we 
speak of the form of a language, we are referring to the actual words, phrases, 
clauses, sentences, paragraphs, etc., which are spoken or written. These forms are 
referred to as the surface structure of a language.” (pg.3). Based on the theory from 
expert it can be concluded that in making a good translation the translator needs to 
catch the message from the source language before translated into the target 
language.
5According to Catford (1965) His definition of the concept of shift relies on his 
distinction between formal correspondence and textual equivalence the difference 
between them are; formal correspondence is a relationship that holds between two 
linguistic categories that occupy approximately the same place in the organization of 
their respective languages, while textual equivalence holds between two portions of 
text that are actual translations of each other. when a textual equivalent is not 
formally correspondent with the source language, this is called a translation shift 
there was two major types of shifting namely: level shift and category shift. The 
category shift divided into four they are; structure shift, class shift, unit shift, and 
intra-system shift. Intra-system shift in Catford’s theory is  the concept of system has 
a more restricted meaning that in other structuralism approaches, where it usually 
refers to the relations that hold within a language in its entirety. Catford (1965) stated 
that “a finite set of alternant, among which a choice must be made” (pg. 7), for 
example the system of pronouns or of number. An intra-system shift occurs when the 
two languages have a formally correspondent system, but choose a non-
corresponding item as translation equivalents. For instance, English and Indonesia 
language both have a two-place number system, but the English plural “trousers” is 
translated as the Indonesia singular “celana panjang”.
To make a good translation the translator needs to know the linguistics unit from 
both of source language and target language. Linguistics unit is the one of the natural 
units into which linguistic messages can be analyzed. Actually there is bo difference 
between English and Indonesia linguistics unit. In English language they have five 
parts of linguistic unit and Indonesia also have five units of linguistic such as, 
morfem (morpheme), kata (word), frasa (phrase), klausa (clause) and kalimat 
(sentence).
To make sure that the translation is good the translator should know about the uality 
of the translation. According to Nababan et. al. (2002) stated that translation is 
6considered to be good when it meets three criteria; those are accuracy, acceptability, 
and readability.
Accuracy means that the meaning of the source text is transferred in the target text 
correctly. Basically, accuracy is related to choose the correct words in order to reveal 
the same idea in target language. Choosing the right word is very important because 
if the translators incorrectly choose the word, the text will not be accurate. Choosing 
the right word should consider some factors, such as the target readers, context of the 
text and the socio – cultural condition. Acceptability is a term firstly used by Toury 
in Dewi (2000, pg. 23) to refer to a target–text-oriented approach to translation. 
Toury also concludes that a translation is assumed to be acceptable if it fulfills the 
requirements of ‘reading as an original’ written in the target language and sound 
natural for the target reader rather than that of ‘reading as the original’ in source 
language. Readability in translation is about how easily written materials can be read 
and understood. Readability is what makes some texts easier to read by readers. To 
maximize readability is a goal that every writer, technical or otherwise, should strive 
to achieve. They has 3 levels for each they are high, medium and low and they 
scored was 3, 2, and 1 point for each level. 
Based on the explanation above, the writer wants to study the intra-system shift in 
English-Indonesia novel: The Maze Runner. This research entitled Intra-sytem Shift 
Analysis in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner by James Dashner.
2. Research Method
The type of this study belongs to descriptive qualitative study. The aims of this 
research to classify the intra-system shift and to describe the quality of the translation 
of English-Indonesia The Maze Runner novel. The writer uses the document and 
content analysis on collecting the data.  The technique of analyzing data is 
comparative technique. The writer identifies the intra-system shift and the quality of 
the translation based on the data. The researcher has following the procedures for this 
research, as follows: comparing the data between the source language and the target 
7language, classifying the intra-system shift, and then classifying the quality of the 
translation and the last drawing conclusion and suggestion.
3. Research Finding and Discussion
This research paper discussed about the intra-system shift and the translation quality 
in The Maze Runner novel. This chapter discussed the answered from the problem 
statements, first is what are the intra-system shifts found in The Maze Runner 
English-Indonesia novel and the second is how the translation quality in The Maze 
Runner English-Indonesia novel. The researcher presents research findings and 
findings discussion.
3.1 Research Finding
The researcher had found 431 data consist of conversations and narrations from 
the novel which contained of intra-system shift were used in the novel by the 
author the quality of the translation. The next is discussion from the data and the 
quality of the translation from The Maze Runner English-Indonesia novel.
3.1.1 The Intra-System Shift in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner
In this case the researcher finds five types of intra-system shift, they are 
singular noun into plural noun, plural noun into singular noun, verb-s, verb-
ed, verb-ing, as follows:
Noun (plural) Translated into Noun (singular)
There are 81 data or 18.8% the type of noun plural translated into noun 
singular that was found in this reserach.
003/SL1/TL1/Np/Ns
SL: Harsh sounds of chains and pulleys, like the workings of an ancient 
steel factory, echoed through the room, bouncing off the walls with a 
hollow, tinny whine.
TL: Suara rantai dan katrol bergemerincing keras, seolah sebuah pabrik 
baja kuno sedang bekerja, bergema di dalam ruangan, membentur-
bentur dinding terowongan dengan bunyi berderit yang menggema.
In this case the noun ‘sounds’ is English plural noun translated into Indonesia 
singular noun ‘suara’. The translator deletes the form –s in the word ‘sounds’
so the target language is only suara. It was also occurs in the words chains 
and pulleys, also the word walls. The word ‘chains’ was English plural noun 
8translated into ‘rantai’, Indonesia singular noun. ‘Pulleys’ was English plural 
noun translated into ‘katrol’ an Indonesia singular noun. The last ‘Walls’ was 
plural and also translated into ‘dinding’ that was Indonesia singular noun. 
The translator deletes the form –s to matches the word from source language 
into target language. So, there are belongs to Intra-system shift.
Noun (singular) Translated into Noun (plural)
The researcher finds only 4 data or 0.9% the type of singular plural translated 
into plural singular that was found in this research.
245/SL/TL/N(s)/N(p)
SL: And that the older boy was just hidding his concern.
TL: Dan bahwa anak-anak yang lebih tua itu menyembunyikan 
kerisauannya.
The English singular noun was translated into Indonesia plural noun in the 
datum above. The word ‘boy’ was English singular noun transfer into ‘anak-
anak’ in Indonesia plural noun. The word ‘anak-anak’  was Indonesia plural 
noun, but there was no change for the message from the source language. So, 
there is intra-system shift happened on this sentence.
Verb-ed Translated into Verb
The writer finds 255 data or 59.4% for this type that was found in this 
reserach.
007/SL/TL/V-ed/V
SL: With a groan and then a clonk, the rising room halted.
TL: Dengan suara berkeriut dan kemudian berdentang, lift yang bergerak 
naik itu berhenti.
In this case the word ‘halted’ was verb-ed in English, translated into 
‘berhenti’ a verb in Indonesia. It can be concluded that this data was intra-
system shift. The word ‘halted’ was past tense but in Indonesia language 
there are no differences between present event and past event, so this 
sentence was suitable for the context from source language into the target 
language.
9Verb-ing Translated into Verb
The writer finds for 9 data or 16% of this type that was found in this reserach.
108/SL/TL/V-ing/V
SL: Thomas was drowning in a sea of confusion.
TL: Thomas tenggelam diantara gelombang kebingungan.
In this case English verb (was) ‘drowning’ was translated into ‘tenggelam’. 
The word ‘drowning’ was a verb-ing in English and ‘tenggelam’ was a verb 
in Indonesia. The verb form in English language has verb-ing form to mark 
present event or something happend now or in the furuture time but in 
Indonesia language they do not have verb-ing form. ‘drowning’ was the 
predicate and ‘tenggelam’ was also the predicate in target language. There 
was no change for the message from SL to TL. So, this was intra-shift system 
found in this datum.
Verb-s/es Translated into Verb
There are 20 data or 4.6% of this type that was found in this research.
382/SL/TL/V-s/V
SL: We have to make bloody sure it never happens again.
TL: Kami harus meyakinkan hal itu tak akan pernah terjadi lagi.
In this case, word ‘happens’ was translated into ‘terjadi’. The translator 
deletes form –s in ‘happens’ in translating into terjadi. The form –s in 
English verb has functioned as the predicate of the subject ‘it’ in that 
sentence. ‘Terjadi’ belongs to verb in Indonesia. So, the datum above was 
counted into intra-system shift. 
3.1.2 The Quality of Translation in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner
According to Nababan (2012) there are three types of the translation quality, 
they are accuracy, acceptability and readability.
3.1.3 The Accuracy Level in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner
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3.1.4 Accurate Translation
A translation was judged to be accurate if the message in the target language 
was the same as the source language. The writer finds 988 data or 92.3% that 




In the datum above, the sentence in target language was accurately translated 
into the target language. It was considered to be accurate since the translator 
shows that she no needed to rewriting the same word and her translation 
contains the same message of the source language. The score for this level is 
3 point. The information was accurate in the target language and can be 
understood meaning that the message of the source language has already been 
delivered well.
3.1.5 Less Accurate Translation
In this novel the researcher finds 82 data or 7.6% which are included into the 
less accurate translation. The example was:
536/SL89/TL89
SL: Minho squinched up his eyes and pulled his head back.
TL: Mihnho mengernyitkan dan menarik kepalanya ke belakang.
The translation of the datum number was less accurately translated into the 
target language. The words ‘his eyes’ in the source language was not 
translated in target language. Although, the other words are transferred 
correctly into the target language, lost of some word when translates the 
sentences can changes the meaning from the source language. the author 
assumes that the word can be translated into. The score of this level is 2 point.
3.1.6 The Acceptability Level in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner
The classification of acceptability was divided into three classifications they 
are acceptable, less acceptable and unacceptable translation, as follows:
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3.1.7 Acceptable Translation
In this novel the researcher finds 1050 or 97% data that are acceptable. The 
example was:
426/SL64/TL64
SL: He couldn’t believe how quckly the light disappeared.
TL: Dia tak percaya betapa cepat cahaya seolah lenyap.
The translation was included into the acceptable translation level. There was 
no need to rewrite the text from source language and also has grammatical 
reconstruction. All of the words were translated correctly, as well as the 
system used in Indonesia language. the translator translates the message same 
as the source language. The score for this level is 3 point.
3.1.8 Less Acceptable Translation
In this case the writer finds 20 or 3% data that was included into less 
acceptable level for the translation. For example:
159/SL18/TL18
SL: His eyes closed.
TL: Mata terpejam.
The sentences above included into the less acceptable level in translation. The 
score for this level is 2 point. The translator was omitted the subject from the 
sentence in target language. The sentence structure for the source language 
was S+P+O but the sentence structure for target language just P+O. It makes 
the translation not clear for the readers since it was not clearly who is the 
character was. It was not clear who was closed the eyes. Although, the 
message of the context was accurate and can be understood. The researcher 
recommended for the right translation was Matanya terpejam.
3.1.9 The Readability Level in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner
The classification of readability was divided into two classifications; high and 
medium readability.
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3.1.10 High Readability Translation
The translation belongs to readable when the text in target language was fully 
comprehended or the readers only need to read the text once to understand the 
meaning. The researcher finds 1070 or 100% data which is readable. The 
example for high readability sentence in this novel, as follows:
977/SL152/TL152
SL: Some thought he should be praised, some thought he should be 
punished.
TL: Beberapa berpendapat dia seharusnya dipuji, sedagkan menurut 
yang lainnya dia harus dihukum.
It can be seen in the datum above that the translator transfer the meaning of 
(should be) ‘punished’ into (harus) ‘dihukum’ in the context of the target 
language that was suitable from the source language. So, the readers were 
easily to understand the meaning. Because this datum include to the high 
readability level so, the score for this level is 3 point. 
3.1.11 Medium Readability Translation
In this case the writer did not find data that was included into medium 
readability level
3.2 Discussion
In this part, the researcher presents the discussion for the data analysis. In this 
research, the researcher analyzes the intra-system shift and the quality of the 
translation in English-Indonesia The Maze Runner.
The researcher identifies the intra-system shift by Catford theory, in analyzing 
the data. Based on the result of this research, the researcher had found 429 data 
that are included in intra-system shift from chapter 1-30 of the novel. From 429 
data of intra-system shift, the researcher finds 5 types of intra-system shift, they 
are 1) 18.8% data of noun plural translated into noun singular 2) 0.9% data of 
noun singular translated into noun plural 3) 59.4% data of verb-ed translated 
into verb 4) 16%  data of verb-ing translated into verb 5) 4.6% data of verb-s/-es 
translated into verb.
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In this novel, there are many types of intra-system shift and this novel was 
included into good quality of translation. Based on the research findings, from 
the1070 data the researcher finds 988 or 92.3% data as the accurate data 
translation, the less accurate translation consists of 82 or 7.6% data, and there 
are not inaccurate data which is found. The second qualification was the 
acceptability of the translation. The acceptable data consists of 1050 or 97% 
data, then 20 or 3% data was included into the less acceptable data and there are 
not unacceptable data which is found in this novel. The last qualification for the 
quality of this novel is the readability of the novel and the writer concluded than 
the readability of this data consists of 1070 or 100% data that was readable, and 
there was not found data with the less readable level and unreadable level in this 
novel. 
Thus, the findings of this research were agreed with the theory from some 
experts. The theory of translation was dealing with the theory by Larson. The 
intra-system shift within the translation shift in the analysis dealing with the 
theory of translation shift by Catford (1965) and the second findings was quality 
of the translation which is dealing whith the theory of quality of the translation 
written by Nababan et al. (2012).
4. Conclusion
Based on the result of analyzing the data, the researcher comes to conclution. 
This research was managed to answer the two research problems. They are:
4.1 There are five types of intra-system shift in English-Indonesia The Maze 
runner. They are intra-system shift in plural noun into singular noun, 
singular noun into plural noun, verb-ed into verb, verb-ing into verb, verb-s/-
es into verb. Based on the reseult of the reserach, there are 429 data of intra-
system shift form chaptehr 1-30 of the novel. The data can be broken down 
as 1) 18.8% data of plural noun translated into singular noun 2) 0.9% data of 
singular noun translated into plural noun 3) 59.4% data of ver-ed translated 
into verb 4) 16% % data of ver-ing translated into verb 5) 4.6% data of verb-
s/-es translated into verb.
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4.2 The quality of the translation can be divided into three, they are accuracy, 
acceptability and readability of the translation. The accurate data consists of 
988 or 92.3% data, 82 data or 7.6% data of the less accurate, and then 
inaccurate 0 data. The acceptable data consists of 1050 or 97% data, the less 
acceptable data consists of 20 or 3% data and there is no date which is 
unacceptable level finds in this translation. Meanwhile the high readability 
data consists of 1070 or 100% data, there was not found data included into 
the medium readability level and there was no unreadable sentence in this 
novel.
Based on the data analysis, it can be concluded that the data in this novel belongs to 
good translation, because the translation was dominated by acceptable level of data 
and readable level of data in their translation. Although, there are many intra-system
shifts that occurs in this translation.
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